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Author John Jakes might well be the "godfather of historical novelists" and "America's history 
teacher." 
 
If so, he might do well to include among his students the publicists at Dutton, the house that will 
publish his latest book, "Charleston," in August. 
 
A recent letter from Dutton to news media announcing details of "Charleston," a three-part, 
multigenerational saga spanning the years from the American Revolution through the Civil War, 
contained a sentence that would make a history teacher cringe.  
 
After explaining that Charleston at the time of the American Revolution was the colonies' fourth largest 
and most elegant city, the letter suggests its economic strength was built upon slavery. 
 
That isn't the sentence. Read this next one all the way through: 
 
"In the struggle to preserve its economic system, Charleston turned its back on its history of religious 
tolerance and the free flow of ideas and became a closed society, threatened by the outside world, and 
was ultimately leveled during the Civil War." 
 
Oops. 
 
If Charleston was leveled during the Civil War, what are all these tourists coming to see? 
 
TIME OUT 
 
Speaking of history, Bruce Berg wants to know if there is any truth to the report that the recovered 
pocket watch that belonged to Hunley commander Lt. George Dixon was a Timex that was still ticking. 
 
SAFE HAVEN 
 
Celestine Rudolph says she was relieved to read here that the Lowcountry is adopting the Amber Plan 
to expedite searches for children who are believed to have been abducted and in danger. 
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"I am horrified by the number of child abductions and murders that are going on. ... I have a six-year-
old daughter whose life has become limited to school and home with strict supervision. 
 
"Let Charleston, S.C., be an abductor's worst nightmare," she says. 
 
HOG HEAVEN 
 
Warren Wurscher says there's only one way to find out: Ask. 
 
So he's asking that area parking lots and garages squeezed tighter and tighter by larger and larger cars 
do something innovative. 
 
"In every large garage and parking lot, there is a lot of wasted space around ends of lanes, near support 
posts, in corners and next to stair wells. They are not large enough to accommodate cars, but a 
motorcycle will fit very nicely." 
 
Wurscher says if motorcyclists were allowed to park in those spaces free, it would demonstrate interest 
in conservation as motorcycles typically get 40 or 50 miles per gallon, and would keep larger spaces 
open for cars. 
 
He says favorable press might bring increased motorcycle tourism here. 
 
SKATING BY 
 
Jim Archer is a little excited at the thought that all people from the hometown of Olympic gold medalist 
Sara Hughes are Great Neckers. 
 
WHO'S THE PIRATE? 
 
No word yet about the old anchor stolen from the Pirate's House on Church Street. 
 
But two nice readers have offered to give Ian Walker old anchors to hang in its place if the original 
doesn't turn up. 
 
Elsa McDowell may be reached by phone at 937-5558 or by fax at 937-5579. Her e-mail address is 
elsa@postandcourier.com and her mailing address is 134 Columbus St., Charleston, S.C. 29403-4800. 
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